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The grades on this homework were lower than last homework, largely due to
question 1.

Mean 8
25% 7.250
Median 8.3
75% 9.075

1 Problem 1

After grading this, I compressed the scale so that no-one got lower than a 2.
Essentially, the question became out of 2 points.

I gave 1/4 point for each variable you stated if you made a clear distinction
between a variable and its operationalization. For each variable you choose, I
gave another 1/4 point if you gave a plausible new operationalization that was
not mentioned in the

This question appeared to be difficult. If you do not understand the distinc-
tion between a variable (the concept to be measured) and the operationalization
(how that concept is measured) refer to the notes in Lecture 2, e.g. the Slide 17
on “Operationalization” in that lecture.

Examples of variables
- signaling from the Administration to the Federal reserve (p. 157) - coup

d’etats (p. 158) - congresional coverage in the media - media focus on smoking
/ health issues - terrorist events (p. 159) - strikes/riots, with the particular
example of “black insurgency” (p. 157)

“Media focus” is tricky because the distinction between the concept, e.g.
what is the media focused on, and how it is measured, e.g. what did the media
produce content about, is subtle.

Also, “media focus” may actually be a proxy for the public concern for or
awareness of an issue. Thus in some cases, the variable of interest may be“public
awareness” about something, which is operationalized by the amount of media
coverage of that something.

The primary problem with choosing media focus was that there is not much
you could say that had not already been said in the article. The question
specified not to use the same operationalization as in the reading, but many
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responded with answers along the lines of use “multiple sources” and a variety
of media sources, which is right out of the reading.

2 Problem 2

1. Those variables have the following scales:

region Qualitative, discrete, and nominal

gender Qualitative, discrete, and nominal

age Quantitative, discrete, and interval

income Quantitative, discrete, and interval

education Qualitative, discrete, and ordinal. It is an ordinal scale with
the ordering in increasing amount of education:

(a) “No high school diploma”

(b) “High school diploma”

(c) “Some college, no bachelor’s degree”

(d) “Bachelor’s degree”

(e) “Graduate degree”

tax200k Qualitative, discrete, and ordinal. The values of this variable
can be ordered: “Oppose” < “Neither” < “Favor”.

partyid Qualitative, discrete and ordinal. The ordinal scale has the or-
dering from “strong democrat” to “strong rep”:

(a) “Strong Democrat”

(b) “Weak Democrat”

(c) “Indepdent Dem”

(d) “Independent”

(e) “Independent Rep”

(f) “Weak Rep”

(g) “Strong Rep”

presvote Qualitative, discrete and nominal

2. Region

table(anes2008$region)

##

## midwest northeast south west

## 77 29 79 38

Gender
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table(anes2008$gender)

##

## Male Female

## 81 142

age

mean(anes2008$age)

## [1] 55.92

min(anes2008$age)

## [1] 18

max(anes2008$age)

## [1] 89

income

mean(anes2008$income)

## [1] 80432

min(anes2008$income)

## [1] 4680

max(anes2008$income)

## [1] 290289

education

table(anes2008$education)

##

## No high school diploma

## 7

## High school diploma

## 24
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## Some college, no bachelor's degree

## 78

## Bachelor's degree

## 54

## Graduate degree

## 60

tax200k

table(anes2008$tax200k)

##

## Favor Oppose Neither

## 111 63 49

partyid

table(anes2008$partyid)

##

## Strong Dem Weak Dem Independent Dem

## 36 25 18

## Independent Independent Rep Weak Rep

## 14 23 32

## Strong Rep

## 75

presvote

table(anes2008$presvote)

##

## Obama McCain

## 83 140

For those with a programming background, here is an example of using
for loop to solve the problem.

for (i in c("region", "gender", "education",

"tax200k", "partyid", "presvote")) {

cat(i, "\n")

print(table(anes2008[[i]]))

}
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## region

##

## midwest northeast south west

## 77 29 79 38

## gender

##

## Male Female

## 81 142

## education

##

## No high school diploma

## 7

## High school diploma

## 24

## Some college, no bachelor's degree

## 78

## Bachelor's degree

## 54

## Graduate degree

## 60

## tax200k

##

## Favor Oppose Neither

## 111 63 49

## partyid

##

## Strong Dem Weak Dem Independent Dem

## 36 25 18

## Independent Independent Rep Weak Rep

## 14 23 32

## Strong Rep

## 75

## presvote

##

## Obama McCain

## 83 140

for (i in c("age", "income")) {

cat(i, "\n")

print(c(mean = mean(anes2008[[i]]), min =

min(anes2008[[i]]),

min = max(anes2008[[i]])))

}

## age
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## mean min min

## 55.92 18.00 89.00

## income

## mean min min

## 80432 4680 290289

3. 52 men and 88 women in the sample voted for McCain.

You could have calculated them individually

sum((anes2008$presvote == "McCain")[anes2008$gender ==

"Male"])

## [1] 52

sum((anes2008$presvote == "McCain")[anes2008$gender ==

"Female"])

## [1] 88

Or using a for loop

for (i in c("Male", "Female")) {

print(sum((anes2008$presvote == "McCain")[anes2008$gender

==

i]))

}

## [1] 52

## [1] 88

4. The mean income (in thousands of dollars) for each category of education
is given in the following table:

No high school diploma 28k
High school diploma 40k
Some college, no bachelor’s degree 67k
Bachelor’s degree 102k
Graduate degree 100k

You can efficiently calculate the average income of the respondents in each
education level with the by command.
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by(anes2008$income, anes2008$education,

mean)

## anes2008$education: No high school diploma

## [1] 28045

## ---------------------------------------------

## anes2008$education: High school diploma

## [1] 40707

## ---------------------------------------------

## anes2008$education: Some college, no bachelor's degree

## [1] 67072

## ---------------------------------------------

## anes2008$education: Bachelor's degree

## [1] 102293

## ---------------------------------------------

## anes2008$education: Graduate degree

## [1] 100128

5. 33 % of “rich” individuals in the sample favor raising taxes on individuals
with greater than 200,000 in income. 55 % of non-“rich” individuals favor
this.

anes2008$rich <- (anes2008$income >=

1e+05)

number.rich <- sum(anes2008$rich)

rich.favor <- sum(anes2008$tax200k[anes2008$rich] ==

"Favor")

rich.favor/number.rich

## [1] 0.3393

number.poor <- sum(!anes2008$rich)

poor.favor <- sum(anes2008$tax200k[!anes2008$rich] ==

"Favor")

poor.favor/number.poor

## [1] 0.5509
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